Abstract
Introduction
With the growing popularity of communication terminals, the competition of telecom enterprises in abstracting customers and expanding market is becoming fiercer and fiercer. According to the latest cost accounting structure of telecom, the cost of losing an existing customer is 5 times as much as the profit that a new customer can bring about [1] . Therefore, customer churn prediction becomes the most important task in such an increasingly saturated market. A lot of classify models are introduced in the customer churn prediction, such as decision tree C4.5 [2] , logistic [3] , neural network (NN) [4] , support vector machine (SVM) [5] and so on. During the modeling of customer churn prediction, an outstanding issue is high dimensional problem which is due to the lack of prior information and experts' knowledge [6] . The validity of dimensionality reduction is the key factor to decide whether those prediction models can work out or not. The most widely used dimensionality reduction methods include principal component analysis (PCA) method and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [7] . Both methods are induction learning methods which try to get a learning machine based on empirical risk minimization principle to make the best prediction to all the future data. However, PCA and LDA encounter the illposed problem in their real-world application. A quantity of regularization algorithms have been suggested such as kernel fisher discriminant analysis (KFD) and kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) [8] [9] . Those methods only make use of training data to get an overview of data space. However, dealing with churn prediction problem, we only concern about some certain customers. So we consider designing a more economic classifier which directly gets labels of test set (unlabeled data) only based on the relation between train set (labeled data) and test set. In contrast to traditional induction inference, those inference algorithm is called Transduction [10] [11] [12] . And Random Forest [13] [14] is a powerful classifier with many favorable characteristics. This paper proposed a feature extraction method based on Random Forest and Transduction, and applied new method on customer churn prediction model of telecom industry. Experimental results show that compared to PCA the proposed method which makes full use of information of training data and test data improves the performance of prediction model.
Random Forest
Application of Feature Extraction method in customer churn prediction based on Random Forest and Transduction Qiu Yihui, Mi Hong Random Forest is an ensemble of decision trees that are created individually by means of drawing randomly the exactly number of samples from the original training data. These decision trees include 3 types of nodes that are root nodes, internal nodes and end nodes. As the real tree, decision tree has only one root node which is the set of whole data. Each internal node is a split question to split all the arrival samples by a certain feature. Every end node is a set of labeled data. A judge rule is concluded from the path which starts from the root node to an end node. Decision tree method applies from-top-to-bottom greedy algorithm. Each internal node chooses the best split feature to divide the arrival samples into 2 parts or more. Follow this procedure till decision tree classifies all the training samples.
The key matter is to select a preferable split feature. There are many criterions for choosing split features such as information plus, Gini index and so on. Corresponding to different selection methods, there are vary algorithms, for example, ID3, C4.5 and CART. In this paper we utilize C4.5 as base decision tree method which uses Gini index as the split criterion. Random Forest repeats the above procedure to construct a combination of multiple decision trees.
Given a collection of N samples with Q features, we are going to generate M trees in forest. For each tree, N training samples are draw at random (with put back) from the original collection to create a decision tree. This process is so called bagging. Repeat M times bagging we can get M decision trees. During the growing of single tree, we choose a better split feature from q (q<Q) features that are picked randomly at every internal node instead of from whole Q features. By doing this, we can enhance the discrepancy of trees to prove the general error. Every tree is growing to the limitation without pruning. When the forest is done, each tree will make its own conclusion for a new-coming sample. We can get the final label through average votes of all trees. Compared to other classifiers, Random Forest is unlikely to over fit the training samples if the number of trees is large enough. It is proved that the upper bound for general error of Random Forest is given by 
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Proximity Matrix
Random Forest is a combination of multiple decision trees, therefore we can apply the frequency of each 2 samples appear on the same end node of single tree, which means the chance of 2 samples belong to the same category, as the measurement of proximity of these 2 samples. Follow this illumination we are going to introduce the Proximity Matrix of Random Forest which is called Prox matrix.
Given a training set with N samples, we originally create a N*N zero Prox matrix whose single row represents an individual sample, and then use every tree to run through all the samples, each sample will arrive at a certain end node of this tree; take 2 samples n and k for example, if they end up on the same end node, we add 1 to the element of row n and column k; repeat this procedure till all the trees done, divide every element of matrix with the number of trees to normalize the matrix, and then we get the final Prox matrix which is a symmetry matrix with diagonal element 1. The elements of matrix can be defined as the proximity between 2 samples. All above job will be done soon after the Random Forest done. It is safe to tell from the matrix that the more samples a category has, the more 1 elements will be on the corresponding rows. Furthermore, there are reasons for us to believe that the samples with more zero elements on their rows have much little proximity with other samples.
Dimensional scale transfer based on Proximity Matrix
Prox matrix can be treated as the mapping from original attribute space to proximity space, which uses proximity between each 2 samples to describe the relation of data. During this procedure, Random Forest is applied as a mapping tool. With its help we seek for a further transformer in the proximity space.
We apply below transform on Prox matrix which leads to the normalized Cv matrix as follows:
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Random Forest can be treated as a favorable mapping tool to mapping samples from original attribute space to proximity space. But it is noticeable that the linear transform varies with the dimensions of proximity matrix, i.e. changing when the number of samples changes. Because of this particular trait we cannot get the scaling coordinates of test data after the Random Forest was done. How to make the full use of training set and test set, to get the extracted features of test data by pursuing the internal relation between training samples and test samples. This is what we call Transduction that is going to be introduced following.
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Transduction
Transduction which is different from induction and deduction is also called transductive learning. For induction learning, the learning machine induces a discriminant function based on available labeled samples to get a small expectation discriminant error of potential distribution estimation as much as possible, i.e. to get a classifier. Furthermore, deduction uses the classifier to label the unknown sample. However, transduction learning is an approach to identify certain unknown samples directly from known samples.
Random Forest can handle with high-dimensional data and torrent with the noise and its decision trees provides a new way to explore proximity of data. Therefore this paper developed a new feature extraction which applies proximity matrix of Random Forest to express the proximity between training data and test data to perform multidimensional scaling transform.
Feature extraction based on Random Forest and Transduction
This paper applies Random Forest as a kernel mapping from original feature space to another feature space, and uses transduction to express the relation between training data and test data, and then gets the multidimensional scaling transform coordinates which combined distribution information of both training data and test data, is called feature extraction method based on Random Forest and Transduction. Steps of new method are as follows: 1) Use training samples to build Random Forest, and save it.
Application of Feature Extraction method in customer churn prediction based on Random Forest and Transduction Qiu Yihui, Mi Hong 2) Run both training samples and test data through Random Forest, all data will end up on certain end nodes of trees. 3) Get proximity matrix of all data including training samples and test data. 4) Perform multidimensional scaling transform on the matrix to get extracted features. After Random Forest is done, we do not need to build new RF model to get the proximity matrix when new unlabeled samples arrive. Based on the above procedure, feature extraction method not only absorbs all the information of training samples but also makes use of distribution information of test data to assess the potential distribution of whole data space. The next experiments show the good performance of proposed feature extraction method.
Simulation experiments on UCI data
Experiments in this section follow the main idea that make a comparison of improvement of models that is brought about separately by PCA method and new method. Apply both methods on every data set to extract features, and then construct SVM and NN classifier separately. We compare the accuracies of models before and after the feature extraction to show the validity of feature extraction method based on Random Forest and Transduction. The experiments use 6 UCI data sets.
Experiments setting 1: accuracy of models without feature extraction. We utility the 5 crossvalidation on each data set; use the training set to build SVM and NN model individually; verify the performance of models by test set; average the results of 5 cross-validations to get the approximately generalized error of SVM and NN models.
Experiments setting 2: accuracy of models after feature extraction. We use PCA and new methods independently to get the extracted features, and then generate the SVM and NN models, for PCA we use the eigenvectors of 3 biggest eigenvalues as the principal component analysis direction, and for new method we take 3 scale coordinates as the extracted features. Steps of experiments are as follows: perform feature extraction on the training set and test set, and then use the extracted features to get SVM and NN models; use the mean value accuracy of 5 cross-validations to get the generalized errors. Table 1 is the comparison results of accuracies of models before and after the feature extraction. We can see from the results that PCA and new method show the equal validity on the small data sets like Zoo and Wine data sets. They both improved the performance of classifiers.
Through new method did not perform as well as PCA on Wine data set, it still made the classifier much precise to some extent. For the data sets of middle size like Sonar and Heart sets, new method exceeded the PCA. It is worth to mention that facing with Sonar set with 60 dimensions PCA did not show any improvement on the models but new method improved the performance of models obviously. Dealing with huge-dimensional data sets like Breast-cancer and Waveform sets, the astronomical calculation bounder of covariance matrix and its reverse courses PCA loosing part of information of training set which led to the decline of models. Contrast to PCA, new method made full use of the information of training and test sets and improved the capability of models. Generally speaking, the reasons of validity of new method can be concluded as follows: firstly the proximity matrix provided by Random Forest effectively expresses the proximity between samples; secondly the information contained in test data is also transferred to the proximity matrix through transduction; thirdly fewer features will be got by multidimensional scaling transform. Based on the above procedures we can get a better classifier.
Application of Feature Extraction method on customer churn prediction based on Random Forest and Transduction
The telecom data used to build Random Forest model is selected randomly from business analysis system. Description of data is showed in table 2. According to the experts' suggestions, the original data includes 41 attributes First, we use training samples contained 41 attributes to build elementary churn prediction models without feature extraction.
Then we perform feature extraction on all data to get the extracted features of training samples and test data, and then use the training samples with 3 extracted features to rebuild customer churn prediction models. The accuracy comparison of models before and after the projection is showed as table 3.
We can see from table 3 that the proposed method improved the performance of all models. Through feature extraction, the inputs of models are reduced to 3 or 4 dimensions which soaped-up the efficiency of modeling. The transduction progress makes full use of the information contained in the test data, so as to make a good estimation of whole data space. 
Conclusion
A new feature extraction method based on Random Forest and Transduction was presented in this paper. This method used the proximity matrix of Random Forest to transfer the information of test set into training process and perform multidimensional scale to get the extracted features. Experiments on 6 UCI data sets shows that compared to PCA method the proposed method take full advantages of labeled training data and unlabeled test data not only to reduce the input dimensions of learning machine but also get a better estimation of distribution of data space and eventually meliorate the classifiers. Furthermore the application on telecom churn prediction shows its validity in reducing dimensions and improving the performance of churn prediction models. It is safe to make a conclusion from the above interpretation that feature extraction method based on Random Forest and Transduction is an effective feature extraction method and can makes a large contribution on the field of customer churn prediction.
